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Lesson 19

It’s About the Little Things

 From years of teaching and watching literally thousands of video auditions and assignments, 
there are many little things that I notice immediately when someone begins to perform. Over time, 
I’ve informally noticed a correlation between how people perform the “little things” and the “big 
things.” 

In short, people who overlook the “little things” - head angle, set position, sticks out, etc - tend 
to lack the awareness and attention to really excel at the more advanced skill sets - the “big things.” 
On the other hand, people who are performing at the absolute top, world-class level, apply the same 
care and quality to everything they do, down to even the smallest detail.

For this exercise, try watching your audition video on mute. Use the checklist below and see 
which details are present, and which are missing. I have my own students record a mock video 
audition of themselves for the groups that they are auditioning for, and then we review the video 
together and make a list of things to target and improve for next lesson.

These are the non-playing items that immediately catch my attention when I watch an 
individual or group. Many are very easy to fix. These habits need to move to the forefront of our 
attention until they become automatic. Having the automaticity for the “little things” will free up 
more attention and awareness that can be better spent on the important things, like the music. -Huei

Instructions: Mark each box for the following sections with a ✓ or 𝘅

BODY

⎕ Feet: visual confirmation that heels/toes are together as dictated by the visual marching style

⎕ Hips: centered and balanced over your feet, not in front or behind vertical body alignment

⎕ Shoulders: no additional tension in the trapezius or deltoid, “drop the shoulders”, symmetrical 

⎕ Elbows: not pressed up against your body or too far away from body. Stylistically correct.

⎕ Head: chin and head angle conveys the intended message or “vibe.” Not tilted left or right.

⎕ Eyes: straight ahead, unwavering, burning a hole through whatever is in your line of sight

⎕ Presence: overall body language conveys extreme confidence and focus
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HANDS

⎕ Set position: sticks are parallel to rim, not floating too high above the drum

⎕ Fingers: wrapped all the way around the stick in the set position, same as playing position

⎕ Thumbs: on the side of the sticks in the set position, same as playing position

STICKS

⎕ Sticks Out: in time, snappy, neck-breaking, sonic boom; conveys confidence and precision

⎕ Bead Placement: together, next to each other; one bead is not in front or behind the other

⎕ Sticks In: crisp “click” - right on the beat, finishes the phrase, equally strong as sticks out

⎕ Tape: fresh tape job, even if it requires taking off old tape and re-taping

MISCELLANEOUS AUDITION TIPS

⎕ Memorize: Packet memorized. No exceptions!

⎕ Be Ready: Set when the section leader is set, certainly before the metronome begins

⎕ Eye Contact: look at the teacher when they’re talking, non-verbal nods convey attention

⎕ Take Notes: Write down every specific comment you receive, fix it so it’s not an issue again

For more DCI & WGI content on auditions, click here
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